
ScientificCoin – a unique global ecosystem for Science 
 
ScientificCoin is a new unique global ecosystem for Science that offers a different approach to basic and 
applied scientific projects evaluation and funding. ScientificCoin creates a convenient and comprehensive 
market for freelance in Science. 
 
ScientificCoin is a fair ecosystem for science entrepreneurship and the new way VCs to assess risks. By 2021, 
we will help to raise funds for min 150 projects per year. 
 
ScientificCoin Group is formed of three companies: 
- Ahedgefund SAGL (Switzerland) 
- ScinetificCoin Inc (USA) 
- ScientificCoin LLC (Russia)  
The ScientificCoin team consists of 40 people, including experienced businessmen and 15 well-known PhDs 
specializing in areas such as mathematics, biotechnology, artificial intelligence and the Big Data.  
 
Financing of scientific projects 
Today there are no companies evaluating science projects at the international level, like FITCH or Standard & 
Poor’s do for the financial sector or Ernst&Young does for business appraisal. We aim the ScientificCoin 
Platform to be a global “rating agency” for scientific projects. During the 4th technological revolution 
technologies such as robotics, artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, genetic engineering, etc are rapidly 
grow. Most sectors of the world economy will undergo significant changes due to the introduction of new 
technologies.  
 
Blockchain technology as part of Industry 4.0 is already finding more and more widespread use in various 
industries. Transparency and reliability laid down in principles of decentralization will allow ScientificCoin the 
elimination — or at least reduction — of corruption, pandering, or other human errors. This will make funding 
of Science more clear and fair process. 
 
The ScientificCoin Platform use a unique hybrid approach to evaluation of research projects. A mathematical 
algorithm in combination with decentralized community of experts provides a reliable evaluation of complex 
innovative projects, regardless of whether they lie within the basic or applied science sectors. The algorithm 
provides a quantitative estimation of the project's value while the expert community provides a qualitative 
estimation. 
 
Investors or venture funds will significantly reduce their time spent searching for such information and will 
get the most rigorous risk assessment. The scientific project will attract attention to its development from a 
wide range of investors with minimum advertising costs. Thanks to the Platform there will be no abuse, 
corruption or financial manipulation. 
 
While for commercial reasons most of the projects listed on the Platform will be related to applied science, 
ScientificCoin will provide instruments for promoting certain percentage of basic science and research 
projects on the Platform. 
 
Freelance 
ScientificCoin will create a global science ecosystem with the freelance Platform as an integral part of it. 
Freelance market for scientists and researchers is a specific and unique. The traditional freelance market is 
based on the same type and common professional competencies. But creating a scientific product (device, 
research, new material, report, etc.) requires unique skills. Often, only a few specialists on the planet have 
such rare skills. The equipment that is used in research is also unique. A customer of the scientist’s labor must 



clearly understand what he is ordering. That is why it is much more profitable to hire a physicist who has 
already solved a similar problem or done a similar job than to hire a physicist of general competence. 
 
Global scientific community and SNcoin 
We are working with scientists, different universities and research centers around the world to attract them 
to be experts on the ScientificCoin Platform. 
We have created our own internal reward system on blockchain to motivate experts - SNcoins. To reduce our 
expenses for creating global community and create genuine innovative ecosystem we give free entry gifts in 
the form of SNcoins to every new registered user and those who refers new young hopefuls and talents. 
 
Today, there more than 150,000 users on the ScientificCoin Platform. By the end of 2019, we aim for 
1,000,000 users registered on the Platform including scientists and investors. 
 
Funding and funds allocation 
To the date, we have invested our own funds - $700,000 - for the Platform’s creation. We have launched our 
beta-platform, developed mathematical algorithms for evaluation, partnered with several universities and 
research centers, attracted more than 150,000 users to the Platform. Besides, we have a successful example 
of ScientificCoin funding - the Health Monitor project. (https://www.healthmonitor.pro/)  
For further development and launch of the Platform we plan to invest another $4,000,000. The funds will be  
allocated for: 

- Attracting 1 mln. users to ScientificCoin - $500,000 
- Promo and exhibition activities - $1,000,000 
- Algorithms and AI development - $1,000,000 
- Blockchain and cryptocurrency development - $400,000 
- Salary and office expenses - $1,100,000 

 
 
Attached documents: 

∙ ScientificCoin White Paper. 
∙ ScientificCoin Roadmap. 
∙ ScientificCoin Group Presentation. 
∙ ScientificCoin Group Business Model. 
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